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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed system designed to help biomedical researchers to search, visualize and interact with
biological networks derived via information extraction tools. The input is texts from scientific papers. An information extraction
system is used to detect and assemble structured relations between biological concepts (e.g., chemicals, proteins, diseases). The
structured data is then used to create a network, connecting all the individual pieces together. Finally, the domain expert interacts
with the network and text via multiple user interfaces, to find relevant interactions and backing evidences.

ABSTRACT

The abundance of scientific articles published and indexed in pub-
licly accessible repositories has spurred the research and develop-
ment of automated information extraction systems. The output of
such systems can be used to assemble large networks capturing the
understanding of mechanistic pathways and their interactions as
represented in the underlying body of research.

We describe a system designed to help researchers search, visu-
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alize and interact with biological networks derived via information
extraction tools. As input, the system takes a dataset of biological
and biochemical interactions automatically generated by an informa-
tion extraction system and provides an interface designed to search,
visualize and interact with the data. The usage paradigm consists of
identifying a starting point for a search, then using the data’s network
structure by incrementally exploring the immediate neighborhood
of the elements displayed by the system.

Our system differs from prior work as it leverages both the net-
work structure in the data and the natural language text backing
those connections: every connection displayed is traceable back to
the documents and phrases in the corpus that support that specific
piece of information. We also present two case studies with immuno-
biology researchers using the system to find previously unknown
relationships between biological entities. While the evidence sug-
gesting these relationships already existed, it was scattered across
the literature, and existing specialized web databases and domain-
search engines could not find it. The system is open-source, with
the code publicly available on GitHub.

Index Terms: Information systems—Search interfaces; Computing
methodologies—Visualization—Information extraction



1 INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade, the research productivity in several life
sciences has seen an astonishing growth rate. Between the years
2004-2013, an average of 730,000 research publications per year
were added in PubMed [41]. Since 2013, this average has grown
substantially to 1,970,000 per year 1.

Certainly, the abundance of available information that results from
the aforementioned growth is a positive development. It is, however,
becoming difficult to navigate through a vast body of research to
search for, identify and assimilate all the relevant related work with-
out accidentally missing key information. Just by size alone, the
task of searching for and assimilating knowledge contained within
vast scientific repositories has become infeasible for individuals and
even small groups of people.

In the biomedical domain, this situation has fostered the research
and development of specialized machine reading systems [26, 39].
Such tools are aimed at helping information seekers increase recall
when conducting a literature search and automatically extract struc-
tured information that describes the mechanistic building blocks of
biological processes and biochemical interactions.

Machine reading tools ameliorate the issue of information over-
load, but do not eliminate it. When machine reading tools are de-
ployed at scale, the volume of extracted information tends to be high,
and when assembled, it often exhibits a complex network structure.
As a result, the visualization of those structures also comes with its
own set of challenges.

Visualization tools for the biomedical domain need to display
large amounts of structured data while highlighting the biological se-
mantics encoded in the data [33]. Machine reading and visualization
tools complement each other but are not necessarily well integrated
with each other.

Our main contribution is an integrated web-based system that (1)
combines a Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline tailored to
biomedical researchers, (2) provides a user interface to efficiently
search for and locate mechanistic interactions, the underlying tex-
tual evidence, and a pointer to the source of the information; and
(3) facilitates the exploration of the underlying network structure
exhibited by the data. The design goals of the system are:

• Index large collections of biomedical research publications by
their natural language text, augmented with extracted mecha-
nistic information that encodes the interactions between differ-
ent biomedical entities (e.g., proteins, biological processes)

• Provide a user interface to efficiently search for and locate
mechanistic interactions, the underlying textual evidence, and
a pointer to the source of the information.

• Facilitate exploration of the network structure by inspection of
the neighborhood of a given interaction or any of its participant
elements.

• Provide a flexible and extensible domain agnostic configurable
system, with a simple ingestion data format that decouples the
system from any specific information extraction tool.

A live version of the system is publicly available2 and the source
code and data are open source3. In addition, we provide a walk-
through video that describes the main features of the system in the
supplementary materials.

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/about/intro/
2http://vpe.cs.arizona.edu/
3https://github.com/clulab/bioliterature_network_

visualizer

2 RELATED WORK

PubMed Central (PMC) [31] is a biomedical and life sciences
archive at the U.S. National Institutes of Health’s National Library
of Medicine (NIH/NLM). PMC also includes NLM’s extensive print
and licensed electronic journal holdings and supports biomedical
research. PMC is the premier repository for biomedical and life
sciences research, publicly available since 2000 with a web inter-
face [43] to explore the literature using keyword and phrase queries.

Information Retrieval (IR) and Information Extraction (IE) tech-
nology, also referred to in tandem as Machine Reading, aid the
search and processing of documents present in large corpora, such
as PMC. IR systems [17, 24] allow to efficiently query, retrieve and
rank documents, and IE systems [8, 20, 40] process text to auto-
matically detect and extract entities and their relations, inducing
structure to the information present in natural language, as well as
inferring the context of those structures [27, 28]. While machine
reading is a domain-agnostic field, a large body of research is de-
voted to specialize these technologies for the biomedical and life
sciences domains [12,25,39]. In this work, we propose a system that
complements the features of keyword and phrase searching with the
finer-grained detail achieved by extracting structured information
with machine reading and natural language processing tools.

Biological processes studied in medical and life sciences research
often exhibit complex network structures. Naturally, there is a great
deal of work on networks that considers different algorithms and vi-
sualization metaphors, among others [1, 9, 29, 34]. Domain-specific
visualization tools, most notably Cytoscape [33], help integrate,
display and navigate large databases of biomolecular interaction net-
works while being agnostic of the difference in biological semantics
of the different biomedical disciplines. Our proposed system differs
from such work by providing different views that combine the visual
representation of the underlying data and the text representation
(evidence) for the data, as well as providing custom ranking features
for the biological interactions to help narrow down the search space.

Many approaches have been proposed for extracting and visualiz-
ing data from scientific publications. Isenberg et al. [14] assembled
a dataset composed of curated information from all papers appear-
ing in visualization conferences. Continuing this line of research,
Isenberg et al. [15] propose an approach to build a taxonomy of vi-
sualization papers based on the most prominent keywords, designed
to help domain experts narrow down the search space to relevant
articles of their interest. Some visual analytics tools operate directly
on structured tabular data present in scientific articles. The approach
presented in [42] proposes a time navigation technique to update
tables by directly manipulating its values. The technique allows one
to drag a table’s cells to change the time period, while a line chart
overlays on top of the table to provide an overview of the changes.
Yalçın et al. [44] introduce a system for tabular data exploration, that
aggregates records and visualizes aggregation characteristics. Lit-
erature search systems such as [30] show yearly publication trends,
keywords, and authors. VAiRoma [5] is a filterable Roman history
discovery system that uses Wikipedia text and metadata such as lo-
cation and time to find relevant information about specific locations
and times. While these approaches help to find relevant documents,
topics and trends, they do not get to the level of detail needed to
visualize the relevant phrases and sentences that contain interactions
between different entities in the underlying text.

LitSense [35], a graph visualization system based on the citation
network of documents with similar topics, relies on seeding with a
small number of documents relevant to a topic and then expanding
the search via the citation network. Visualization systems for rel-
evant document discovery based on context [2] and keywords [6]
have also been proposed. GRAM visualizes worldwide scholarship
activity and supports map-based interactive features, including se-
mantic zooming, panning, and searching [3]. ReMatch [13] analyzes
research papers and collaborations to identify experts in a given field.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/about/intro/
http://vpe.cs.arizona.edu/
https://github.com/clulab/bioliterature_network_visualizer
https://github.com/clulab/bioliterature_network_visualizer


Figure 2: Entity overview interface. The display anchored entity is IL-6. The anchor entity can be changed to search by name or database identifier
in the entity search box. The elements in the entity columns can be sorted by multiple criteria and filtered by name or database identifier. The
entity columns can be hidden by toggling their display indicator.

Visual analytics tools can also be deployed to identify and verify
factual claims from large transcripts of conversations [32].

Our proposed system contains a feature set that partially over-
laps and complements related work in this space: First, it leverages
machine reading technology by indexing natural language text and
structured biochemical and biological interactions present in the
literature. Second, it provides visualization interfaces to interac-
tively explore the network structure, while pointing to the specific
underlying evidence in the literature from which it was extracted.

The closest related work is a visual analytics system by Peng-
Hsuan et al. [21] to explore interactions between biomedical entities
present in PubMed abstracts, automatically extracted by natural lan-
guage processing tools, and creating an interactive semantic graph.
The goal is to go beyond the basic search capabilities presented
by PubMed, by providing additional knowledge insights in the pre-
sented results. Our system, while having similar design goals, con-
siders the full text rather than abstracts and is not specific to PubMed,
but can be used for any scientific corpus.

3 MACHINE READING AND DATA FORMAT

The primary source of information handled by our information sys-
tem is biomedical research papers. In contrast to related work (§2),
we seek to provide a search engine and interactive visualization over
a dataset composed of a large collection of entity interactions and
their evidence, rather than the full text of the publications.

For the purpose of this paper, an entity interaction is any relation
that associates two elements and has biological semantics. Exam-
ples of such interactions include the regulation of a disease by a
chemical or the inhibition of a chemical reaction in a protein by an-
other protein. These interactions can be complex nested structures;
e.g., RAF kinase, which regulates the phosphorylation
of MEK, includes one entity that regulates the phosphorylation of

another entity. When we encounter these types of interactions, we
“binarize” them into directed interactions, captured by directed edges
in a graph (instead of necessitating the use of hypergraphs).

While different types of interactions and their semantics vary in
the medical an biological sub-fields, they share a common under-
lying structure: there are two participating entities and a named
relation between them. The relation may also have polarity, ei-
ther positive or negative. In a directed interaction the participants
take the roles of controller and controlled entities, with the former
influencing the later.

We adapted the REACH biomedical information extraction tool
[39], to process biomedical research papers, and extract the entity
interactions indexed and visualized in our system. REACH takes
as input the text of a scientific article (either as an unformatted text
file or as an XML file following the MEDLINE/PubMed data type
definition4). The input text is processed by a pipeline of natural
language processing (NLP) components, that tokenize it, split it into
sentences, annotate it with syntax information, etc. These annota-
tions are then used by a set of rules, or a grammar, to recognize
syntactic and lexical patterns that describe interactions between dif-
ferent types of biological concepts, or entities. Once a sentence in
the input text matches a rule, REACH assembles a data structure that
represents the interaction between a pair of entities. Finally, these
interactions are used to build an output text file, in tabular format,
containing the extracted information. The upper row of Fig. 1 illus-
trates the workflow of REACH and table 1 shows the specific types
of interactions and participant entities handled by the system.

REACH handles the normalization of entities and interactions
with robust detection algorithms. Entities can have synonyms, differ-
ent spellings or abbreviations. REACH can handle such variations

4https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/licensee/data_elements_

doc.html
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Four interaction types: Promotions, inhibitions, associations,
regulations.

Five entity types: Protein & gene products, diseases,
biological processes, chemicals, cells/organs/tissues.

Table 1: Entity types and interactions types recognized by the NLP
system.

and normalizes participant entities to database identifiers, such as
UniProt [38] and MeSH [22]. For example, Interleukin 6, a cytokine
frequently associated with inflammatory processes, is commonly
referred to as IL-6 or IL 6. REACH assigns the UniProt identifier
P05231 to all its variants and ensure consistency on all the inter-
actions that have it as a participant. Interaction names are handled
similarly, using a list of terms that refer to each interaction type.
Every interaction extracted, in addition to its structural elements,
also contains its evidence: the natural language phrase from which
the interaction was obtained.

The REACH output is stored as tabular data files, which are later
ingested to generate a database that indexes the previously extracted
entities, regulations, interactions and evidence sentences. Table 2
contains a summary of the primary fields of the tabular structure of
the output files.

Field Description

Controller Identity of the controller entity
Controlled Identity of the controlled entity
Interaction Name and polarity of the interaction between the entities
Frequency # of detections of the interaction in the document
Evidence Phrases describing the interaction in the document

Table 2: Input file format fields.

In addition to entity interactions, we extend REACH to detect
and extract the evidence of statistical quantities associated with ex-
perimental results, e.g., statistical significance numbers, correlation
coefficients and confidence intervals. While statistical evidence ex-
tractions are not part of the primary database and are not part of
the network structure induced by the interactions, they are used as
component parts to rank the extractions, described in §4.1.

The original implementation of REACH was independently eval-
uated by a team of domain experts [39]. REACH was used to extract
interactions from one thousand papers related to the Ras signaling
pathway. The evaluation looked at precision, defined as the propor-
tion of extractions considered to be “largely correct,” and throughput,
the number of interactions extracted by the system per day. REACH
had the highest throughput and second highest precision among the
participant systems in the evaluation.

We note that wile these adaptations of REACH are needed to meet
the design goals of our system, the system is not tied to REACH.
Any information extraction tool that can be adapted to produce the
tabular data format or whose output can be transformed into the
tabular data format can be used as part of our system. A sample
input file following the data format specified in this section is shown
in Fig. 11, in the supporting material. The source code of our fork
of REACH along with the adaptations mentioned in this section, as
well as the parameters used to generate the data, are open source and
available online5.

5https://github.com/clulab/reach/releases/tag/pacificvis2023

Figure 3: Entity column widget. Groups entities by type and for
each entry, it displays the name, database identifier, frequency of the
interaction in the database (F), custom weight value (W) and number
of documents that contain the interaction (D).

4 VISUALIZATION SYSTEM

Here we described the web-based user interface for exploring the
database of entity interactions by querying the structure of the net-
work and the text of the underlying evidence.

Node-link diagram representations of networks are intuitive for
small instances, but start to look like hairballs as the underlying data
gets larger as explained by Gibson et al. [10]. Instead, we present
several user interfaces to enable the domain experts to narrow down
the search space, find a starting point, and then gradually and on
demand, explore the local neighborhood of the currently displayed
elements.

The interfaces vary by the degree of detail that they present and
by the type of query that they support. They can be grouped into
two high-level categories: structural search (§4.1, §4.2, §4.4) and
textual search (§4.5, §4.6)

4.1 Entity Overview
The entity overview page is the entry point to the web interface. It is
designed to explore the direct interactions with respect to an entity
of interest, the anchor entity, which can be chosen and changed at
any time via a search box widget, with auto-complete functionality.
Fig. 2 depicts the entity overview interface with IL-6 selected as the
anchor.

The main components of this view are three columns that display
the entities that are participants in a relation alongside the anchor
entity. Every column lists the entities stratified by their type (listed in
table 1) and displays their information and corpus statistics. Clicking
on an entity will redirect the interface to the Node-Link view (§4.2).
Fig. 3 shows a close-up view of a part of an entity column.

The three entity columns are functionally equivalent. The differ-
ence between them lies on the direction of the interactions. Columns
Influence, Influenced by and Reciprocal contain the entities
for which the anchor entity is the controller, controlled or for which
there exist interactions on both directions, respectively.

To make the inspection of the overview simpler, the elements in
the columns can be filtered and sorted by name, database identifier,



Figure 4: Custom interactions weight widget. Coefficients for each
variable can be tuned either by adjusting the slider controls or by
directly typing values in. The value returned by this formula is used
for all interactions displayed in the current view and for ranking the
results. An explanation of each variable is found in §4.1.

or corpus frequency.
Additionally, we provide a widget (depicted in Fig. 4) to tune a

custom weight function evaluated over each interaction. The function
is a linear combination of multiple metadata variables, allowing one
to adjust the importance given to each according to his or her needs.
The different variables detected by the system are:

• Interaction Frequency: Number of times an interaction of
between both entities was detected in the literature by the
information extraction system.

• Significance: Number of documents where the interaction was
detected and reported statistical significance. The information
extraction system has rules to detect and extract p-values and
confidence intervals.

• Average impact factor: Computed by considering the impact
factors of the journal/conference that published the documents
where the interaction was detected (the value defaults to zero
if the venue lacks an impact factor).

• Max impact factor: Similarly, the maximum impact factor of
the journals or venues that published the documents where the
interaction was detected.

• 1 - p̄: Detected p-values are averaged and used as a proxy
of the statistical power of the experiments reported by the
documents. For the sake of consistency we use 1 - p̄, so that
higher values represent stronger contributions to the custom
weight function.

The set of 5 variables was obtained after several rounds of interac-
tions with domain experts and the weight function helps combine
them in order to rank the interactions by the relative importance
given to each of them. For the study described in §5.1, the domain
experts converged to weights that produced the results they expected
to see for input instances they were familiar with and our system can
default to these values.

4.2 Node-Link View
If the Entity Overview serves as a starting point to conduct a search,
the Node-Link view is the interface designed to “zoom into” the
mechanistic details of individual interactions or small sub-networks.

This interface displays interactions as a node-link diagram where
each edge represents a specific relation between the entities/nodes.
Nodes are labeled with human-friendly entity names. A domain
expert may be used to refer to the same entity by other names (e.g.,

Figure 5: The main figure shows the Node-Link view after double-
clicking on Inflammation which fetches additional neighbors. The
sub-figure (top-left) shows the Node-Link view of Inflammation and
insulin resistance. Polarity is represented by both color and label.
Interaction direction is represented by arrows. The numbers corre-
spond to interaction frequency in the database and the value of W is
the customized interaction weight (see Fig. 4).

Interleukin 6, IL-6, IL6) and in order to reduce the ambiguity intro-
duced by potential variations, we also include the entity’s database
identifier. The sub-figure in top-left of Fig. 5 depicts an expanded
view of the interactions between IL-6 and Inflammation.

A pair of entities can be related by different types of interactions.
The interactions is grouped by direction and polarity and each group
is represented by one directed edge in the visualization. The edge
color encodes the polarity of the relation and the label displays the
frequency of the interaction in the corpus. Note that the frequencies
can be normalized (e.g., based on usage in the underlying corpus)
but the domain experts opted for raw frequencies. Edges also display
weights, representing the importance of the interactions, based on
the custom weights described in §4.1. Clicking on an edge fetches
all the evidence in the database backing the particular interaction
and displays it in an evidence panel (§4.3).

This interface allows for sorting the elements in the network of
interactions by inspecting the structural properties of the edges (i.e.,
direction and polarity) and retrieving the evidence backing findings.
By design, the scope of the information shown by the Node-Link
view is narrow, to reduce clutter and help focus on the details of
a particular interaction. Nonetheless, sometimes it is necessary to
inspect one step further. Double-clicking a node retrieves all the
adjacent entities in the database, along with their interactions. This
feature allows for an incremental analysis by following a “trail” of
edges. Fetching additional entities and interactions increases the
amount of data shown and the interface allows for zooming and
panning, as well as grouping of edges. When a grouped edge is
clicked, it expands into multiple edges, each representing a different
polarity. The main portion of Fig. 5 shows an example of a node-link
visualization after retrieving the neighbors of one of the participants.

4.3 Evidence Panel
The evidence panel is a widget that displays the phrases and sen-
tences in the literature containing an interaction. First mentioned in
§4.2, the evidence panel widget is reused anywhere in the system
where the evidence is displayed, bringing along its complete feature
set. Fig. 6 shows an evidence panel with phrases that contain pos-
itive interactions between IL-6 and inflammation. The widget
features visual aids to quickly identify the elements of the interac-
tion within a phrase. The text span of the interaction is highlighted
and color-coded to indicate its polarity. The participant entities are
underlined, the interaction keyword is bold, and each phrase has a
link to its source document with the SJR journal rank indicator [11].



Figure 6: Evidence panel widget displaying phrases that contain
evidence of interactions between IL-6 and Inflammation. The sen-
tences display visual aids to easily identify the elements of the inter-
action, a link to the source article and the impact factor of the journal
containing the evidence phrase. Also depicted is the tagger widget to
assign labels to each piece of evidence if necessary.

The goal of this widget is to help domain experts make a final
determination of the veracity and utility of the interactions in the
dataset. We include a tagging feature that allows to label on-the-fly
individual phrases with any tag defined by the domain expert, e.g.
incorrect detection, relevant interaction, duplicate, etc. The labels
can be used to design and implement potentially customized features,
such as custom filters, or text similarity models.

4.4 Visual Summary Overview
The visual summary overview interface is designed to be a “bird’s
eye” view of the most relevant entities in the network with respect to
one or more anchor entities, similar to the entity of interest in §4.1.
The system displays a node-link diagram with the top n entities by
entity type, as described in Table 1. By default, the system computes
a layout for the top 5 elements in each of the 5 types. The number
of elements of each type can be changed on the fly and the layout
is dynamically adjusted to accommodate the change. Fig. 7 shows
an example of the visual summary overview with IL-6 as the anchor
entity.

In this view of the data, the importance assigned to each en-
tity/node is defined by the frequency with which it participates in
an interaction with the anchors. This definition contextualizes the
salience of each entity as a function of co-occurrence with the pre-
defined set of anchors.

After every entity in the database is scored with respect to the
anchor set, the top n entities per category are displayed in groups.
The radius of a node is a function of the degree of entity in the
network and the layout is computed to represent their pair-wise
relations. This layout is governed by three main force vectors. The
final force on a single node is the vector addition of all the forces.

1. Category-centric force: This force helps to keep nodes of the
same category together in a pre-calculated location, determined
by equation 1. (xi,yi) represents center of each category Ci ∈C
where 0 ≤ i ≤ |C|−1, C being the set of categories. The width
and height of the canvas are w and h respectively. Note that
the scalar value of category-centric force for a node na is
|Fce(na)|=Cce where Cce is constant.

xi =
w
2
+ r cos

2πi
|C|

yi =
h
2
+ r sin

2πi
|C|

(1)

2. Link force: This force ensures that more tightly connected
entities are closer in the layout, by assigning edge values pro-
portional to the frequency of evidence between the endpoints.
This can be presented as Fl(na,nb) = klE(na,nb) where E
gives us the frequency between na and nb and kl being a con-
stant.

3. Node-charge and collision forces: These two repulsion
forces help improve readability and prevent overlaps between
nodes. Node-charge helps spread nodes in the canvas, while
collision repulses nodes within the radius of a node. These
two forces are defined in equation 2 where Cco and kch are
constants, Fco and Fch are the force vectors between node na
and nb at r distance for all nodes in the view.

|Fco(na,nb)|=Cco (2)

|Fch(na,nb)|= kch/r2 (3)

A smooth convex hull is drawn around all entities that belong
to the same category to separate and highlight each group. We use
a consistent colorblind-safe color scheme across all the webpage,
interface and visualization components. This required selecting
13 colorblind-safe colors: 5 qualitative colors for the convex hulls,
5 (matching) qualitative colors for the nodes in the hulls, and 3
diverging colors to encode the relation edges in the detailed relation
view page. The color assignment is shown in the legend (to the right
of the main visualization window). We used a careful combination
of the Light qualitative color scheme and Muted qualitative color
scheme from [37]. Finally, we used an online tool, Adobe Color 6,
to verify that our choices are colorblind safe.

Clicking on an edge (or a pair of nodes), modifies the view to
provide details about the underlying interactions as shown in Fig. 8.
In this modality, clicking on one of the 6 possible interactions fetches
the evidence phrases that back the specific interaction and shows it
in an evidence panel, along with its complete feature set.

At the right of the interface, a legend explains the color codes used
for each entity category, a scale indicating the relation between the
nodes radii and their frequency in the dataset and a panel showing
metadata for the currently selected node, such as it is human friendly
name, database id, and other synonyms assigned to the same concept
that the node represents.

In addition to the core functionality in the visualization, this view
has a control panel to the left side of the network visualization to
change the configuration parameters to dynamically change the an-
chor entity or entities, the number of most relevant entities displayed
per group, the opacity of the edges and the scaling of the node radii.
This panel also has the controls to change the opacity of individ-
ual components like text labels, inter-group and intra-group edges,
and some graph layout parameters (e.g. force constants discussed
in §4.4). This helps domain experts share different findings with
screenshots to their liking.

4.5 Full-Text Search Interface
So far, the user interfaces presented make an assumption about a
previously known starting point to initiate a search. However, this is
not always the case. We provide a full-text search interface for the
cases where there is no clear definition of a starting point, such as
any particular entity or entities of interest. In this interface, one can
type a search query and the system returns the sentences that contain
an extraction (evidence phrases) displayed inside an evidence panel
(§4.3). Fig. 9 displays the query widget in the full-text search view.

A query can be any word or phrase that resembles the kind of
interactions that the domain expert is looking for. The query is

6https://color.adobe.com/create/color-accessibility

https://color.adobe.com/create/color-accessibility


Figure 7: Visual summary overview page. The center canvas contains the top five entities grouped by type, with respect to IL-6 (highlighted by a
black ring). The left panel contains controls to adjust the visualization, search and pin entities. The right panel contains legends. The bottom right
section shows additional information about a hovered entity.

Figure 8: Transition to detailed relation view page. After clicking on 2
nodes (IL-6 and tumor) or an edge between them in the center panel
of Fig. 7, all nodes move away from center and the 2 selected nodes
create a new visualization from their relations. The arrows indicate the
direction of influence, and color denotes type of influence (positive by
green, negative by red and neutral by grey). Clicking on these relation
edges will show that number of evidences at the bottom panel. The
back button on top left corner will transition to Fig. 7.

evaluated by an information retrieval (IR) inverted index built on
top of all the evidence phrases in the database to fetch and rank the
matches that will be shown in the evidence panel. Since this is an
IR search, the results are not necessarily exact string matches. The
phrases returned by the index are more likely to be relevant because
the data stored in the index is built exclusively from evidence phrases,
although they are also ranked by a BM25 retrieval model [18]. If an
interaction described in an evidence sentence is interesting, one can
click on its text and the system transitions to the Node-Link view
(§4.2) of that specific interaction.

Figure 9: Segment of the full-text search interface. At the top, the
search box takes a query and a limit on the number of results. At the
bottom, an evidence panel displays the results of the search. Clicking
on the text of an interaction will open a page with a Node-Link view of
the interaction.

4.6 Participant Search Interface

The participant search interface is designed for the cases in which
maximum flexibility is needed while searching for interactions. In
this interface, the domain expert specifies two entities of interest by
filling the name or database identifier of each in the search fields
presented by the interface. For convenience, the fields have auto-
complete functionality for entity names and identifiers.

When either search field is specified, the choices available to fill
the opposite one are narrowed down to contain only valid elements
present in the database. After the search fields are specified, the
system fetches all the evidence of interactions containing the chosen
participants. The evidence phrases are grouped by interaction type
and each interaction type is shown in an evidence panel. Fig. 10
depicts an instance of the participant search view for IL-6 and
Inflammation.



Figure 10: Participant search interface. At the top are the participant
search boxes. At the bottom is an “accordion” widget displaying the
interactions between both participants, grouped by interaction type.

5 TWO CASE STUDIES

We describe a use case with immunobiology domain experts who
used our system to search, visualize and discover knowledge by
looking for evidence in the literature.

5.1 Uncovering a Link Between IL-6 and Lipolysis
In the first study the immunobiologists found a new and relevant
interaction between IL-6 and lipolysis. While the link between
both biological entities was already hypothesized, there was no clear
and direct evidence of a non-immunological metabolic link between
them in existing visual analytic systems and domain-specific online
databases. To understand if our tool is useful, we compare the
findings with the information returned by other online tools and
databases to highlight the value of our methods.

We created a database by retrieving full-text articles from PMC
and xDD7 that mention either IL-6, Tumor Necrosis Factor, fat tissue
or adipocytes by their name or any of their synonyms or variations.
The result set contains 948,759 documents. After processing the
documents with REACH, the database contains 42,619 different
entities and 2,103,351 different unique interactions.

Starting from the interactions overview page, the domain expert
selected IL-6 as anchor entity and focused on the entities influenced
by it. Under biological processes group, the top result is lipolysis
with frequency of 127 followed by hematopoiesis (freq. 47) and
b-cell proliferation (freq. 37); see Fig. 12(left subfigure), which
along the other pictures supporting this section, is included in the
supporting material. Lipolysis is the biochemical pathway through
which catabolism of triacylglycerols stored in cellular lipid droplets
occurs. This process is used to mobilize stored energy during fast-
ing or exercise and occurs in different tissues and cell types but
predominantly fat adipocytes in white and brown adipose tissue.

The visual summary overview anchored on IL-6, displays abun-
dant connections of IL-6 to both adipose tissue and adipocytes, both
of them related to lipolysis, illustrated in right subfigure of Fig. 12.
Clicking on the edge connecting lipolysis to IL-6 to examine in
detail the interactions between both entities reveals that the evidence
points to a positive relationship with 120 instances of IL-6 posi-
tively influencing lipolysis compared to only 5 claiming negative
interaction (Fig. 13). A detailed examination of the evidence back-
ing the positive interactions shows multiple studies published in
non-immunological journals (the top result comes from the Sports
Medicine journal) demonstrating IL-6 directly increases lipolysis,
glycogenolysis and fatty acid oxidation (Fig. 14).

The visual analytics system was very useful to the domain experts
by virtue of pointing to important non immunological, metabolic
roles of IL-6. The research group recently generated and charac-
terized a mouse model with inducible IL-6 expression [16]. In this
work they showed that overexpression of IL-6, within the range of

7https://xdd.wisc.edu

that seen in old frail mice, induces early onset of frailty and muscle
frailty. Also, very high induction of IL-6 was followed by very
pronounced weight loss in IL-6 overexpressing mice. With the aid
of the information found using our information system, the research
group has further characterized global adipose tissue content in IL-6
overexpressing mice by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Fig. 15
shows images of fat (yellow)/water(black) contrast of the mouse
abdomen showed that IL-6 overexpressing mice lost most of their
body fat after 2 weeks of high IL-6 induction. Therefore, findings un-
covered with help from our proposed visual analytics tool provided
perhaps the most direct biological evidence to date of the fascinating
rate at which IL-6 can increase lipolysis.

The description of this use case is useful to understand the utility
of using visual analytics to navigate the information generated by a
biomedical information extraction systems. But it is also important
to understand how our system compares to and complements the
other systems in the space.

To contrast how much of this information was not as readily
available using other similar search tools, the domain experts looked
for interactions contained in different pathways involving IL-6 with
lipolysis. Querying the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) pathway database [19] with keyword as “IL6” returned
53 pathways associated with IL-6, and none showed any direct
or indirect connection with lipolysis; see Fig. 16. Searching for
pathways in STRING [36] returns multiple pathways categorized
into different groups, however there was no mention of lipolysis or
adipocytes associated with IL-6 in any of the pathway results; see
Fig. 17. Searching “IL-6” in Pathway Commons [4] against “any
data source” available yielded a total of 59 pathways associated with
IL-6; see Fig. 18. All these pathways were mainly associated with
the immunological activity and response of IL-6.

According to the domain experts, our system was very useful
to mine pleiotropic impacts of a molecule of interest and espe-
cially examining results published in journals outside their field. In
comparison, a search of ‘interleukin-6 biological processes’ on the
PubMed search engine yielded 8,886 results where the first mention
of adipose or lipolysis did not occur until result 37 on page 4, requir-
ing significantly more engagement with the website before finding
possibly useful information for this research question.

These results show that deploying the machine reading, search
and visualization features present in our system over a large corpus
of research publications worked better than the standard options.
Specifically, our system helped find the correct association between
lipolysis with IL-6, something that other databases and tools either
failed to do or did not do effectively.

5.2 MPC-1: unexpected supressor of tumor progression
A immunobiology researcher, also interested in the effects of IL-
6, analyzed RNA sequencing data of the gastrocnemius muscle of
mice and found that Mitochondrial Pyruvate Carrier 1 (MPC-1) is
one of the most up-regulated genes in his experiments. The up-
regulation of MPC-1 was an unexpected finding which motivated
further inspection by the immunobiologist, who used the system to
see what kind of interactions were present in our database that had
MPC-1 as a participant.

Using the visual overview, the researcher quickly found that
MPC-1 has a reciprocal inetraction with tumor progression and,
particularly, one of the evidence phrases states that MPC-1 supresses
tumor progression through interaction with mitochondrial STAT-
3 8, a mechanistic relation that is biologically relevant to the study
(Figs. 19, 20).

The source article of the relevant interaction mentions multiple
times how IL-6 is an agonist of the phosphorylation of STAT-3 and
that MPC-1 binds to STAT-3, which suggests that if we observe an
up-regulation of MPC-1, then STAT-3 is an interesting subject for

8https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6377639/
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further investigation. This piece of information was an incidental
discovery that became evident fairly quickly with the search mecha-
nisms of the visual analytics system, because its search space is the
network structure created out of the extractions from the literature.

Searching PubMed simultaneously for both IL-6 and MPC-19,
does not return the aforementioned article (Fig. 21), even though it
mentions IL-6 least twelve times and MPC-1 at least thirty times.
However, the article can be found by explicitly searching for it by
name. This is an example of how the proposed system complements
the other tools in this space, such as PubMed search, because lever-
aging the information of the interactions network built upon the
automated extractions can help find relevant literature quicker.

Upon this finding, the researcher used the full-text search feature
of the system to look for otehr biologically relevant interactions. He
used the same query string that was used in PubMed search and
was able to find another relevant article10 that did not appear in the
results of PubMed (Fig. 22).

While these observations are motivating, our system is not perfect.
By virtue of being a domain expert, the researcher conducting this
case study is aware of another extremely relevant article which does
not appear in our results.11 There are two reasons for this omis-
sion: First, the dataset that is currently deployed with the system is
composed of open access full texts. The aforementioned extremely
relevant article is not part of the open access subset of PMC. Second,
while we have some coverage of non-open publications, the process-
ing and indexing happened before the relevant article was published
by the journal. This is a limitation of the system in its current state,
that we discuss in Section 6.

6 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced a visual analytics system designed to aid biomedical
and life-sciences researchers with literature search and knowledge
visualization and exploration. Our system leverages machine reading
and visualization techniques to make it possible to search the vast
underlying research literature and interact with the results. The
source code, data, and a live version are publicly available. A
walk-through video describing the system is included as part of the
supplementary material.

The design of the system is the result of multiple iterations be-
tween Immunology domain experts, NLP experts, and Visualization
researchers. The main design goal was to integrate an NLP pipeline
processing hundreds of thousands of research papers, with a visu-
alization interface to search for and explore biological interactions,
while also providing the underlying evidence. Facilitating the explo-
ration is the underlying network structure, which is also extensively
used in the visualization, search and navigation. The choices made
reflect the incremental refinements needed until the system became
easy to use by the domain experts. We aimed to keep the system as
general as possible, so that it could be used in other domains, but we
recognize that this was not always possible. For example, we used
a color palette intuitive for interactions between biological entities,
but that may not work in another, unrelated domain. Similarly, the
metaphor of multiple directed edges between pairs of nodes (Fig. 8)
makes sense in the context of biological interactions to help visualize
what role each element plays in the relation (i.e. the controller entity,
or controlled process), but may not be suitable in other domains.

The case studies that we presented demonstrate how the elements
and interfaces of the system helped researchers with knowledge
discovery. Several of the relevant findings where made possible due
to the network structure, constructed using information extraction
techniques, and highlighted in different views.

The domain experts who conducted their research with the system
provided valuable feedback, ranging from simple “quality of life”

9https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=IL-6%2C%20MPC-1
10https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4486456/
11https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33242651/

(QoL) issues that caused minor grievances while using the interface,
to fundamental improvements necessary to realize the potential of
the system. Some of the QoL issues include

• The zoom gesture in the node-link diagram is too sensitive,
making it easy to “loose” the diagram altogether by excessively
shrinking it, needing to refresh the page to restore it.

• The visual overview can be slow (especially on older machines)
due to its heavy CPU needs.

• Unlike other tools in the space, there is no user manual that
explains in detail all the elements of the system.

QoL issues are relatively simple to fix, but there are other areas
of opportunity that should be addressed in order to make the system
truly useful beyond a narrow biomedical domain.

A significant one, which arose in section 5.2, is to increase the
coverage of the literature indexed by the system to include all of
the open-access subset of PMC. This would require processing and
indexing an order of magnitude more data. Including PubMed
abstracts for non-open-access articles, would further increase the
number of currently indexed articles in the system. Increasing the
size of the database presents an interesting engineering challenge
in order to keep the same speed and responsiveness shown by the
system in its current state.

More data also means more noise. We added a labeling widget
that allows the experts to provide feedback about individual extrac-
tions, which can be used in the future to train supervised learning
classifiers to filter out noisy extractions, or to rank the extractions
based on one’s preferences. However, we have not done this and it
remains open for future research.

We recognize that the visualizations we currently reply on can
be strained when one expands the underlying network (currently
visualized with a standard node-link diagram). Larger networks than
those shown in the visual summary overview and the node-link view
figures can quickly overload the limited display real estate. We leave
for future work the exploration and integration of approaches such
as semantic zooming [23] and clustering techniques to dynamically
summarize the network, such as motif simplification [7].
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Supplementary Material
A EXAMPLE TABULAR DATA FORMAT

Figure 11: Data file example. This the segment of a file outputted by an information extraction system and digested to be assembled and visualized
as described in §3 of the main document.

B USE CASES SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Figure 12: Left: Visual overview clip anchored on Tumor necrosis factor α . Observe how IL-6 is one of the most interconnected entities in the data
set and how there is a path from it to adipocyte going through adipose tissue.
Right: Biological processes influenced by IL-6 as extracted from the use case corpus of scientific papers.



Figure 13: Node-link view showing the breakout of the interactions between IL-6 and lipolysis by polarity. Observe how the evidence only points to
interactions where IL-6 is the controller in the interactions.

Figure 14: Evidence panel displaying a few sentences, found in the literature, containing a positive interaction where IL-6 controls lipolysis.

Figure 15: Scan images of fat (yellow)/water(black) contrast of fat tissue in a mouse’s abdomen. Left shows abdomen fat before IL-6 induction.
Right shows abdomen fat two weeks after inducing IL-6 over-expression.



Figure 16: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway database results after searching for term “IL-6”.



Figure 17: STRING Database results after searching for term “IL-6”.



Figure 18: Pathway Commons results after searching for term “IL-6”.

Figure 19: Node-link visualization displaying the reciprocal interactions between MPC-1 and tumor progression.

Figure 20: Evidence supporting the edge that encodes down-regulations of tumor progression by MPC-1 from Figure 19.



Figure 21: Results returned from searching for “IL-6, MPC-1” in PubMed’s search engine.

Figure 22: Example of additional relevant interaction and link to its source article found using the full-text search interface of our system to search
for “IL-6, MPC-1”.
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